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About This Game

Kazana Island... A cozy, cool paradise where summer is everlasting.

The protagonist steps foot on this island paradise as a transfer student, greeted by a mysteriously glittering sky, as well as the
energetic island caretaker Ame, a girl-type AI.

After a bit of a rocky start, he settles at the dorms where a handful of new female friendships await.

She's a tomboyish beauty, but a bit of a loner: Himari Asamiya.
The manifestation of brains and beauty, and also student leader: Hazuki Murasaki
The self-proclaimed "Daughter of Darkness", with a normal side, too: Io Kouzuki

Always trying to act mature, but still a tease (your cousin): Noeri Fujishiro
And the girl whose duty it is to make everyone happy: Ame.

How will you sculpt your everlasting happiness here in paradise?

A new love is about to bloom...
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I wouldn't recommend this VN for FOUR reasons:

1. The whole setting is vague, and players have no clue at the beginning about this story interms of its timeline and background.
It's just starting off saying that we will study at this academy from now on and somehow we get a special skill of quantifying
others' happiness, two of the unexplained ideas in this game. Ideas like these remain unexplained and even loosely related to the
plot sometimes.

2. The personality of the male hero whose name is determined by players is kinda feminine. 'We' just worry about anything at
any time and need eternal help when 'we' are stressed-out. (The most unbelievable part is that any time 'we' stuck in some kind
of mental dilemma, there gotta be some girls delivering their sincere help.)

3. How this story proceeds, particularly in intersecting part at first, seems bland. It's just one encounter adds to another. The real
good VN should at least draw a clear line for the connections between every character, but in this one shows nothing alike.

4. I bought the original version, I mean the +18 version in Japan, and, compared to this one, +18 version is a better choice. No
matter how hard to admit, the H scenes add some emotions to the plot.

FAIRLY BEAUTIFUL ART, GREAT ACTING VOICE are unfortunately not worth of this price.
. This is a typical standard japanese erotic visual novel.

Art Style:
The art style is good. Characters are well drawn in a standard japanese anime style.

Story:
While it picks up some interesting ideas at the start, it does nothing with it. The story is boring as hell. The characters are all
broken girls, everyone beeing a personfied clichee. They act strange and irrational like in many japanese VN. The stories
become boring pretty fast and you will start clicking to heaps of uninteresting texts without reading it because it is dumb,
shallow and uninteresting. Maybe as a japanese you'd disagree, but as a westerner I find it hard to believe that anyone findes the
story engaging, funny or enthralling.

Choices:
This is the worst part to me. You basically have very few choices and it takes you really quite the time to arrive at the first few
choices. And those choices are not real decissions or dialogs, they are basically nothing more then "I pick this girl" or "I pick
that girl". They are just disapointing.

All in all its just a crapton of japanese clichees, burried in walls of senseless text and dialog in a boring story that is not worth
being told at all.. Not as exciting as Army Gals or as erotic as Sakura Swim Club but in its own way as good as these. Not many
choices but main character makes good choices on his own. The plots are based on a formula and somewhat repetative. The
mindset of the characters reminds me of the 1950's but the setting is the future. Even with the adult patch it is not porn or
violent but not for children. Longer than many v.n. stories so no complaint there. The stories are sweet without over doing it. Art
follows Japanese conventions. ( overly round heads--saucers for eyes--nose only visible in profile--Barbie doll proportions)
Worth the money in my opinion.. After playing through every single route, i can gladly say this vn was worth $40. If you have
played other circus vn's (like da capo) youll see alot of things that refrence them. (like amakase's research lab) The overall art of
the vn is really well done, the characters route each have things will take you by suprise. in total i believe there is 8 endings. The
music also fits really well and never breaks the atmosphere or mood of the vn. The length of the vn is pretty good. I personally
got 23 hours out of it. (however i dont use auto play so i dont let the voices finish playing before i move onto the next text, also i
personally read very quickly)

Overall i would give this vn a 9\/10.
the only thing i could really ask a little more of for this vn was the length. However dont let that bother you into not buying this
vn because it is, and always will be one of my favorites.
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Oh btw. Lo is best girl.. While not as good as Da Capo series it's pretty enjoyable, with great art, good voice acting and
memorable characters. I recommend it.
Ame best girl.. Wonderful game. This game has 5 main routes, one for each of the five heroines(one heroine is unlocked after
you complete the other four), and one normal route for the normal ending. Clearing all of these routes will unlock the True
ending. In addition there are a few extra choices that appear in certain decisions after you complete the the first four heroines'
route. This will let you see additional extra scenes.

The art and character design are very lovely and beautiful. The music is pretty well done and I like it how each characters have
their own theme. All the heroines are so lovable and have great stories. The game is pretty long and very satisfying so it\u2019s
definitely worth the price. If you want to play the game with h-scenes you can download the 18+ patch for free.

I really enjoyed the game and I recommend others to play it too.. I am not gonna lie, I do get emotional when I can relate in a
certain way, whether it is something that I need or something that I've experienced in the past. The stories of each character is
unique in their own way, with a common goal of finding happiness. If you want to know those stories and gain a glimpse into the
understanding of what it means to be happy, buy the game, I highly recommend it.. Why you have to buy this game:
Comrade
10\/10-IGN. This is a (just about )multi path branching choice based VN. The story is the fairly generic 'boy' moves to new area
and goes to school and through some choices gets 'girls' out of his normal target range.
+
reasonable art
good sound
gothic lollies
-
Generic bland story
no sense of connection with the characters
Plot lines not utilised

DS is a slice of life VN set on an island where no one is unhappy; the MC moves there after advice from his cousin and starts
school, the problem is that its an incredibly dull slice. Nothing really happens and there is no real hook to get you invested in the
characters nor the story. It lacks that little bit magic (no pun intended) that the DC series had.
Parts of the story line are underutilised (e.g. the happy numbers) and others are just ropey (the MC suddenly remembering he
lost his glasses after weeks of not using them) and everything plods mundanely through to the end leaving you wondering why
anyone bothered writing it in the first place (maybe the producers needed a new porch extension or their drive repaved or
something). Everything that happens is generic and predictable and even the 18+ patch fails to bring any real interest.
If the game could be equated to a colour it would be dysentery beige
If you want a dull plodding slice of life VN then go for it but I would suggest going for any of the DC stories instead
. I feel like I should cover more routes before I judge this but at the same time I have zero obligation for doing that. This game
is what you can see already. Cute summertime harem on a paradise island where everyone lives to be happy. It has exceptional
looks and nice a 180* view on sprites and a lot of expressions, coming with an decent OST and really good acting. These are the
futures which made me hype and cheer for the game and girls.

I don\u2019t like giving out negative reviews but seeing story coming to a rather dull annoyance I can\u2019t stop myself.
Eroge scenes might be worth going for with that price, but story is just weak. All we have is generally a medicore slice of life
taking part in school. It\u2019s all about trying to get onto the good side of your girl \u2013 ignoring all else once you make a
choice without consequence. That\u2019s bad. Just by picking something it shouldn\u2019t erase impact from other potential
choices. I have to mention choices \u2013 these are planned only for picking your girl and that\u2019s it then excitement drops
once you conquer her heart. D.S. has zero surprises which would make me like characters more than I already had, they
don\u2019t interact with each other enough.

I expected nothing more than a just pretty faces smiling and going for me but I still came out disappointed. It deserved a little
more story and feels with a little less rush. The potential on making main character seeing happiness level of people around is
completely wasted. Dal Segno for a price of over 20$ I see already few better substitutes. Good but not good enough.
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Great game, if only my wallet was as full as the content in this game.

IF YOU DO GET THIS GAME, PLAY EVERY SINGLE ROUTE. EVEN THE SECRET ONES.

I recommend this to anyone who is interested in visual novels. This game reminds me of the Grisaia series, as every single
character has a completely different route.

EDIT: AN ACTUAL REVIEW
The art is good. Ridiculously good. They even have particle effects.
The characters are very lovable and relatable to many VN fans out there.
The content is full  in many ways
The one downside to this game is its hefty price tag, which is  completely worth it .
Reminder that the 18+ patch is free and it's on mangagamer (link below).
http:\/\/www.mangagamer.com\/freedownload.php?product_name=D.S.%20Dal%20Segno%20(download)
Well it says trial but ignore that...

EDIT AGAIN:
Some of the routes are very complex, each route providing a completely different story. To get the full experience of the game,
play every single route. The character development in each route take a different path. For example,Hazuki is actually not
Hazuki, but her twin sister. Her route develops her character by making her have 2 conflicting personalities, and our protagonist
develops feeling for both personalities. Having a bit more game time than the last edit, I can safely say that this was well worth
the price.. Nearing the end of my first route. Very entertaining VN, patch readily available, beautiful character design and hours
of story to be found. Well worth the money. I guess my only big complaint is the VN asks you to put your name and then it calls
you by the given name throughout the story; just don't make it an option. It's weird at first to see a name you put in clash with
the dialogue. It's a minor gripe though.

+Solid voice acting
+Adorable Heroines with varying personalities
+Hours of branching story
+Relatable characters
+Nice breezy story (never feels too serious or too ridiculous)
+Auto mode text speed isn't slower than molasses (sometimes VN auto text speed is way too slow) it paces well.
+Free Patch (It's fine without it)

Cons (Keep in mind these are very minor complaints)
-Why ask for custom name at the beginning if you aren't planning to use it?
-Comrade Comrade Comrade
-Soundtrack got old fast for me (I ended up muting it, don't mute the VAs though)
-Some of the backgrounds look poorly rendered in full screen.
-Sometimes the conversations end up being redundant and feel bloated
-MC is pretty oblivious even for harem standards sometimes.

A nice relaxing Slice of Life VN filled with cute girls on a tropical island paradise.. I only just finished one plot but i find
myself incredibly excited for the next one though i don't know if I can trust myself to not choose Ha ummmmmmm.......... I'm
gonna stop now before i spoil something on accident but geat vn!!!. I was on the fence for a while before I finally decided to
buy this one. I thought the price was a bit on the high side seeing as lot of the recent visual novels that have been showing up on
steam have been very short, often without even having any choices or alternate paths. I'm still not sure exactly what finally made
me take the risk and buy this one. I don't usually consider visual novels until they drop below the $10 mark.

In this case, I am glad I made the exception. The artwork was well done, The story is well written, you can't help but feel
attachment to the characters. The authors really know how to get you to connect with the story. Each and every one of the story
paths is ripe with emotion and really pulls you in. Even though there are a couple of text errors, mainly around the formating of
"%" characters... seems every where there was one in the dialog it played havoc with the text.. Thankfully the context was still
understandible, and there were only few instances of that issue
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Both the qualty and quantity of content in this novel are enough to provide adequate justification for the price.

Having recently lost the love of my life to cancer, the Ame ending struck especially close to home
. Beautiful Story
Amazing Artwork
Living Character

An underrated VN that translates stunning storyline into words and scenes. It has 7(6?) different endings and every single route
is a must play. It's also fair to say to that player needs be emotionally prepared before encountering an unexpected turning point.
Some parts can be a little cringy but still sweet to read. This VN is remarkably memorable even after finish the entire story. I
would love to see how the second of this serie turns out to be (D.S.I.F). Just a fair waning that don't read the description of the
second volume before finsihing the first one. (I know there are almost few to none people as stupid as me to read it beforehand
and got a little spoiler, but still). If you don't mind the price and have some spared time to enjoy a beautiful story, this one has
its potential.
Farewell, comrades.. UPDATED REVIEW!!

I have gone through every single route and I can say without a doubt that this is one of the best Visual Romance Novels you can
get on steam. Artwork is gorgeous, bgm is fitting, and the story itself is well written, and there is alot of content to play through
with 5 different heroines. Some parts of the story may come across as bland due to overused romace tropes, but I was personaly
moved by each and every one of the endings (I cried a little at the one ending). If youve been wanting a good Romance\/Slice of
life novel to play that has a good amount of content in it, I would highly recomend this game.. Chuuni loli >> Little sister
>>>>>>>> All the others. Yamato is the real MVP of this game.
I wish i was as cool as him.. Really liked this visual novel! Fantastic artwork great voice acting! Also liked the simple yet diverse
range of personalities especially Lo's ;)
However there is one major con which involves a particular story branch.
In the story you need to nominate a pagneant. However if you can't do it in time the story will just end! I had that the first time.
It felt like the game gave me the finger. Got angry but still desided to continu.
Luckily the ending I got made up.
All by all I recommend this great VN. Don't doubt it by its higher price range, it is worth it.
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